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Join us for an immersive and enlightening Clinical

Aesthetics Workshop, where you'll dive deep into the

world of advanced skincare and aesthetic treatments. 

This class is designed to equip skincare professionals,

beauty enthusiasts, and aspiring aestheticians with the

latest techniques, knowledge, and skills necessary to excel

in the field of clinical aesthetics.

 
 

· Advance Skincare Techniques

· Aesthetic Treatments

· Skin Analysis & Assessment

· Safety & Best Practice

· Business & Client Management

· Stay Updated with Industry Trends

 

 

Whether you're a seasoned skincare

professional or just starting your journey in the

world of aesthetics, our Clinical Aesthetics

Workshop promises to equip you with the

knowledge and skills necessary to excel in the

industry. Join us for an engaging and interactive

event that will empower you to deliver

exceptional results to your clients and elevate

your career in clinical aesthetics.

 

MEDIKA BEAUTY INSTITUTE 

www.medikainstitutecom@medika_dermal_institute

for the beginner

Get to Learn... With over 17 years of experience in the beauty industry, she graduated with a

degree in Somatology. Her graduate degree studies included some in-depth

understanding into the human anatomy and physiology, science and chemistry as

well as every aspect in the wellness industry such as reflexology, aromatherapy,

reiki and so much more. Lurinda began her career as an aesthetician and then went

on to become a spa manager and medical sales representative. She established

herself in the aesthetics industry as a pioneer leader for advance technologies and

clinical aesthetics. 

 A great highlight of her career is she worked with Dr. Des Fernandes and opened a

Dermatology practice in Abha, Saudi Arabia and trained international doctors on

laser machines and clinical aesthetics. Lurinda won three major International

awards for the recognition of cosmetic development in science and brand creation.

Lurinda has a huge passion for aesthetics and medical skincare. She immigrated to

Nova Scotia from Cape town, South Africa in 2019. 

She had taken the role as lead clinical instructor 

and is serving on the clinical committee, and 

board  member for the Cosmetology 

Association of  Nova Scotia

Lurinda Swanepoel,
Biomedika | Medika | Somatologist

Meet the Founder & Trainer
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